Circular on Flight / Bus Services within the Scope of Coronavirus Measures to 81 Provincial Governorships

- Accordingly, passengers will not be able to travel without a "Travel Permit Document" starting from 06:00 on March 28, also on airline flights.

- It will be essential for all citizens to stay in their city, however citizens who have been referred by a doctor due to their treatment needs, whose first degree relatives have died or who have severe disease, citizens who have no accommodation especially where they have arrived in the last fifteen days, can travel by air by obtaining a travel permit document from the "Travel Permit Boards".
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- Those who certify from the relevant professional chambers that they are involved in *production* and *supply* processes of basic human needs, limited to air transportation, will be able to travel between cities *if deemed appropriate* by the travel permit boards.

- There will be *no restrictions* for high level public officials and public service providers, whose services are needed, to travel within the framework of their duties.
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- At the airports where flights continue, Travel Permit Boards consisting of representatives of the Turkish Airlines, Police Department and airport operator will be established under the chairmanship of the airport local authorities.

- The established boards will begin to issue Travel Permit Document to the citizens who meet the specified conditions starting from 20:00 on March 28.

- The necessary system will be established urgently by the Information Technology Department of our Ministry to share the travel permit documents issued electronically with Turkish Airlines.
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- Until 199 Call Center and the Ministry's e-application system goes into operation, necessary measures such as increasing the number of travel permit boards, staff etc. will be taken by governors and district governors without delay in order to meet the requests for travel permits from the Application Desks.

- A sufficient number of call center agents will be assigned by the General Directorate of Population and Citizenship Affairs, in order to ensure that requests are quickly received and met through the call number of 199.